GENDER AND DIVERSITY: THEME-BASED ENGLISH CONVERSATION COURSE

Under the umbrella of gender and diversity, the topics of discussion are numerous. These are universal issues that affect us personally, professionally, culturally, and globally. Having the possibility to share our thoughts, viewpoints and reactions in English regarding current events, relevant articles, and hot-button topics, offers the chance to build confidence, expand vocabulary, and improve fluency. Elements of the course include:

- active participation in theme-based conversation (i.e., women’s rights, doing gender and diversity, anti-racism, rights of the under-represented, etc.)
- a relaxed, non-threatening, yet focused environment for expression, exploration, and contribution
- a chance to acquire new vocabulary and reinforce known vocabulary through relevant articles, texts, and discussion
- weekly brush-up and reinforcement of grammar structures and usage
- an open and supportive atmosphere for participants to ask questions and suggest topics

REQUIREMENTS

Participants should be at an Upper-Intermediate (B2) English level. Admission will be determined by the teacher following an assessment of English proficiency.

COSTS

There is a 5,00 EUR fee per student for each session.

DATE
weekly Tuesdays 5:00 pm – 6:30 pm, April 17th, 2018 – Juny 26th, 2018

PLACE
PA-Building, Campus Westend

TARGET GROUP
Employees involved in Equal Opportunity/Gender Studies issues

COACH
Barbara McCown

REGISTRATION
is possible at any time at maltry@em.uni-frankfurt.de
participant limit: 8

FURTHER INFORMATION
Dr. Karola Maltry, Project Coordinator Career Support, +49 69 798-18115, maltry@em.uni-frankfurt.de